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NEW QUESTION: 1
You can apply a View within Cascade Pilot to a trace clip:
A. If the trace clip is not indexed and the View does not
support indexing.
B. Any time you like.
C. If the capture job is running.
D. If both the trace clip and View support indexing.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
During a project the project manager realizes that a special
resource is needed to complete a critical deliverable. The
company does not have a resource available with this expertise,
and the project manager has already tried to complete the
deliverable without the help of a special resource. The project
is now behind schedule, and the cost has increased.
What should the project manager have done to avoid this
situation?
A. Put the project on hold, and escalated the issue to the
project management office (
B. Spoken with the stakeholders to increase the budget, and
contracted out the work
C. Removed this deliverable from the current project, and
created a new project

D. Trained a resource to acquire the knowledge needed to
complete the deliverable
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. The Cisco Nexus 1000V in the VMware
vSphere solution effectively creates an additional access layer
in the virtualized data center network; which of the following
1000V characteristics can the designer take advantage of?
A. Can be divided into multiple virtual device contexts for
service integration, enhanced security, administrative
boundaries, and flexibility of deployment
B. Allows transit traffic to be forwarded through the ESX host
between VMNICs
C. Offloads the STP requirement from the external Access layer
switches
D. If upstream access switches do not support vPC or VSS the
dual-homed ESX host traffic can still be distributed using
virtual port channel host mode using subgroups automatically
discovered through CDP
Answer: D
Explanation:
"Virtual Port Channel Host Mode Virtual Port Channel Host Mode
(vPC-HM) , allows a port channel from the Cisco Nexus 1000V to
be terminated on two separate upstream switches, even if these
switches do not support a clustering technology, such as vPC or
VSS."

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
Which two statements are true if the method is added to Bar?
(Choose two.)
A. public Collection&lt;String&gt; foo(Collection&lt;String&gt;
arg) { ... } overrides Foo.foo.
B. public &lt;T&gt; Collection&lt;T&gt; bar(Collection&lt;T&gt;
arg) { ... } overloads Foo.foo.
C. public &lt;T&gt; List&lt;T&gt; foo(Collection&lt;T&gt; arg)
{ ... } overrides Foo.foo.
D. public &lt;T&gt; Collection&lt;T&gt; foo(Stream&lt;T&gt;
arg) { ... } overloads Foo.foo.
E. public &lt;T&gt; Iterable&lt;T&gt; foo(Collection&lt;T&gt;
arg) { ... } overrides Foo.foo.
F. public &lt;T&gt; Collection&lt;T&gt; foo(Collection&lt;T&gt;
arg) { ... } overloads Foo.foo.
Answer: C,E
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